
Gardening at a country house (lesson plan)



Activity 1

Listen to the teacher and answer the 
questions.

Activity 2

Watch the video  (from 1:38 – 2:27) and tick the pictures from the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQzUaTTvVwE&t=251s


Choose objects which were in the video

vegetable patch lettuce pumpkin

berriespotatoes 

carrots watermelon cucumbers



Activity 3
Look at the pictures and repeat the words after the teacher, pay attention to their 
pronunciation. 

 a fence               a greenhouse              a gate                   a path                        



     plants                    rocks                        leaves                     pond 

grass 



Activity 4
Look at the pictures and match them with the words. Repeat the words after the 
teacher and pay attention to their pronunciation. Do you have the same at your 
country house?

1. ________________      2. _________________      3. ___________________    4. _________________

a fence        a gate            a greenhouse            a path                        



         grass        pond      leaves     rocks     plants 

5._________________       6.________________         7. ________________           8. ________________  

9. ________________ 



Activity 4
Repeat the words after the teacher and pay attention to their pronunciation. Put 
the correct words into the sentences. Read the sentences aloud if your teacher 
asks you.

flowers       fruit and vegetables        grass           leaves
plants         pond                               rocks            trees
1. Birds usually make their nests in the __________. 
2. Some people grow __________ in their gardens, so they can eat things that are natural.
3. Sometimes people pick __________ from their garden and put them in vases in their homes.
4. __________ are usually smaller than most trees. If they are green, they are healthy.
5. __________ grows quite quickly, so people cut it to make their gardens look nice.
6. You will find fish, frogs in a __________.
7. In the fall, trees usually lose their __________.
8. People use __________ or stones in their gardens so they look natural.



Activity 5
What are they doing?
For example: 1. Children are playing ball games.

1.play ball games               2. climb a tree                3. smell flowers



  4. sit in the sun                          5. cut the grass            6. dig holes for plants



Activity 6

Match the verbs on the left with the words on the right to make activities that you do 
in the garden. Try to think what you do in the garden and make up sentences.

1. smell                                                  a. ball games

2. climb                                                  b. holes for plants

3. cut                                                      c. in the sun

4. dig                                                      d. the flowers

5. sit                                                       e. the grass

6. play                                                    f. trees



Activity 8
Look at 2 pictures and name the things you can see there, answer your teacher’s 
question.


